MEMORANDUM.

It is observed that the vegetables being produced in Jail / Jails including Kendriya Sansodhanagar are sold out to the staff and outsiders at different & low rates in different jails, than the prevailing market rates without observing due procedure for the same and there appears no uniform rate is followed.

2. To bring uniformity in all jails / Sansodhanagar and to maintain due procedure in the account of vegetable product items as well as for generating revenue of the State Government, it is decided to maintain following procedure rigidly on account of vegetables product items in all jails/Sansodhanagar in the State.

i. All the vegetable products should be used for consumption of respective jail inmates only (i.e. vegetables will be supplied to the jail kitchen for prisoners consumption only).

ii. Vegetables required from supplier either from Contractor or Co-operatives, shall be deducted commensurate to the quantity supplied from Jail/ jails over product vegetables. Jail products supplied items (vegetables) should be maintained as Administrative Savings of respective Jails/ Sansodhanagar.

iii. Surplus vegetables if any, available due to huge production of any item and after consumption of inmates in respective Jails/ Sansodhanagar, may be sold at an uniform rate of Rs.30.00 per Kg. by printed Cash Memo under signature of the Jailor / Sub-jailor.

iv. The collected money i.e. sale proceeds on account of vegetable products should be deposited to the Revenue Account of the Government in each & every month.

v. A register should be devised for maintaining the record of vegetables product items to be supplied daily to the Jail kitchen for consumption of the inmates prisoners and for the surplus vegetables being sold to the staff & outsiders, on first cum first serve basis.

This is issued as per approval of the Government vide U.O. No.430/Min/Home(Jail)2015 dated 24.08.2015. This will take immediate effect & until further order.

(K. D. ChowdhuryIAS)
Inspector General of Prisons,
Tripura.

Copy to:
1. The Superintendent of all Jails / Sansodhanagar for information & necessary action.
2. The Accounts Section, Prisons Directorate, Agartala.

Copy forwarded to:
1. The PS to the Hon'ble Minister, Home (Jail).
2. The PS to the Secretary, Home (Jail).